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Dear All, 

More than 15 months of pandemonium and alternating tightening and loosening of shopping restrictions are behind us. This could not have left 
without an impact on the way Poles shop. And indeed, the changes are enormous. 

First of all, we have another year of significant increases in the popularity of online shopping. Currently 84% of Internet users buy online. A year ago, 
after 3 months of pandemic, it was 72%, which was also an impressive result. Such a dynamic growth in the number of e-buyers, causes changes in 

shopping habits regarding the e-commerce channel. We see, for example, that new e-customers are very demanding, both in terms of usability and 
mobility of stores, shopping platforms and applications, as well as payment and delivery methods they offer.  These customers are convinced that if 

they were able to switch to modern forms of shopping, now, then brands must meet their expectations. It's impossible not to agree with them at least 
partially. It is also clear from the data collected that this year is not the year of multichannel shopping. Consumers have adapted to the limitations of 

the stationary channel and started to conduct the shopping process from start to finish online. Will it stay that way? On the one hand, we can see a 
certain sentiment towards stationary stores, for example in the much higher indications this year for them as the favorite place to shop. On the other 

hand, online stores and shopping platforms are appreciated for completely different elements than stationary stores, including a wide range of 
products, attractive prices and convenient shopping. 

We invite you to read the report. You will find here, as always, the most important indicators of e-commerce, m-commerce and omni-commerce 
shopping compared to previous years, but also answers to the most pressing questions - what is and will be in the long run the impact of the 

pandemic on consumer behavior. 

We also continue to encourage you to become a member of the The Chamber of Digital Economy and participate in e-Isba events, debates and 

webinars, now also organized online. Since October last year we have also been running the "The Same Start” campaign, which aims to level the 
competitive framework for European and Asian online retailers. Together we can ensure that the law and business competition is healthy for all e-

entrepreneurs, especially Polish ones. We cannot allow Polish e-tailers to lose business from the outset to Asian e-tailers who supply products on 
preferential terms because there is no proper customs control. They also do not bear the cost of European product certification. 

By joining forces, we can do more for the development of the digital economy in Poland and for Polish e-business.

Katarzyna Czuchaj-Łagód
CEO Mobile Institute

Member of the Board  of The Chamber of Digital Economy 

Patrycja Sass-Staniszewska
CEO

The Chamber of Digital Economy 
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• Consumers are most likely to use a laptop and smartphone for tasks around shopping. It is also 

apparent that in pandemic 2020, they stocked up on both laptops and smart TVs, whose usage is 
growing. 

• Intent for using smart TVs and smart watches to purchase is strongest among younger consumers, 
and for desktops and laptops among mature consumers in the Silver Power generation, or those 

aged 55+.  

• Cross-device shopping usage is down slightly from a year ago. It seems that consumers, working 

and studying from home, have had to learn to share web-enabled devices with household members.

• COVID-19 and its associated quarantine have affected where consumers use their network-enabled 

devices. Their use in the home has increased, while it has declined in retail shops and workplaces. In 
contrast, we can see a gradual recovery in usage at these locations, particularly among women and 

mobile shoppers. 

• This year already all mobile consumers use their devices for direct or indirect shopping purposes. 

Even if they do not buy directly on them, they use them to search for information, opinions, 
inspiration, compare offers, and track order status. In particular, the popularity of activities related to 

online shopping, such as searching for inspiration, opinions and tracking order status, has increased. 
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Devices in the buying process
Highlights:
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• 84% of internet users have already made an online purchase. This is +14p.p. more than in 2020. 

This is another year of huge growth in the popularity of online shopping.

• The number of shoppers buying 2-5 times a month has increased significantly. More than half of e-

customers shop with this frequency. 

• We still buy most often in online stores and on shopping platforms, but we should emphasize the 

significant increase in the popularity of newspaper websites and price comparison services, i.e. 
places where consumers can count on attractive prices and promotions. 

• Concern about the reliability of online payments is disappearing. Unfortunately, the concern about the 
reliability of the sellers themselves has increased significantly. Dishonest sellers can significantly 

affect the further development of the e-commerce sector. 

• Electronics and Fashion are still the most popular shopping categories. Worth noting is the increase 

in purchases in the Home and Garden and Sports industries. Shopping in the Grocery category was 
also maintained after a significant increase in 2020.  

• 7 out of 10 respondents believe that the value of their shopping basket does not depend on the 
shopping channel or is higher online. There was a particular increase in this context in the shopping 

category, where only 22% of respondents recognize that the value of their online shopping cart is 
less than in other shopping channels.  

• The value of the shopping basket has declined slightly in most of the categories surveyed. This is 
probably a result of the pandemic and impoverishment of part of the population and greater shopping 

caution in times of uncertainty. 
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E-commerce
Highlights:
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• 51% of mobile devices owners buy from it, while 54% of online shoppers do it using mobile devices 

as well. 

• Fashion, electronics, home furnishings, and beauty are the categories in which consumers are most 

likely to buy on mobile. These are the same categories as for e-shopping in general, and similar to 
last year in the context of mobile shopping. While buying entertainment  on a smartphone has 

increased significantly - we buy apps and games more often. 

• 23% of internet users who use mobile devices for shopping have started the shopping process on a 

smartphone but have not finished it. The most common reason for this is making up their mind, but 
also an inconvenient shopping process on a smartphone. 

• Poles shop mobile for very pragmatic reasons. The desire to take advantage of dedicated offers 
available only to mobile shoppers has particularly increased this year.

• People who have just started buying online as a result of pandemic are open to mobile shopping and 
recognize its many advantages. 

• More than half of those surveyed want to maintain their spending in the mobile channel in the near 
term. 
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M-commerce
Highlights:
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• Poles have longed for stationary stores. They were indicated as the favorite shopping place by 41% 

of respondents this year compared to 17% in 2020. This stopped the downward trend in this area. 
The next places were taken by shopping platforms, such as Allegro and branded online stores, 

whose popularity, despite the increase in indications of stationary stores, has not decreased at all. 
One in four Poles does not have a favourite shopping place.

• This year is a decline in basically all metrics related to omnichannel shopping, including ROPO, the 
importance of brand presence across multiple channels, and show-rooming. 

• 41% of respondents, online information encourages them to visit a physical store. Here we have a 
slight increase (+2pp) after a series of annual declines - down from 77% over 4 years. On the other 

hand, among online shoppers the influence of information on a visit to a physical store is still high at 
66% (-2pp).

• The same brand across multiple channels such as online and offline is purchased by 33% of 
respondents. Here we are down from 43% a year ago and 54% 2 years ago. Arguably, this is a direct 

effect of lockdown. 

• The indicator for how important it is for consumers to be able to buy the same brands in multiple 

places has seen a similar decline. 2 years ago this was an important factor for 73%, a year ago it 
was 44% and now it is 36%.  

• Information that a brand - previously available offline - is now online will encourage 40% of 
respondents to buy, and more than half of e-buyers. 
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Omnicommerce
Highlights:
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• Poles most often pay online using fast transfers (just like a year ago). BLIK and quick transfer came 

next. The popularity of cash-on-delivery payments has also slightly increased again. This may be a 
result of a dynamic increase in the number of e-buyers, i.e. an influx of new, mature consumers into 

e-commerce. 

• BLIK is considered the most convenient form of online and mobile payments, as well as deferred 

payments and quick transfers. Ze względu na ostrożność w pandemii częściej w Internecie Polacy 
płacą kartą i szybkim przelewem. 

• In stationary stores respondents still pay in cash (51%), followed by payment cards and contactless 
payments. Apple Pay and Google Pay are used by every 8th respondent. BLIKiM is used by 12%. 

• Poles consider contactless payments to be the most convenient stationary, followed by card 
payments. 

• Payments with virtual currencies in 2021 are being considered by 10% of respondents, and 3% are 
paying this way.

• Every 10th respondent pays by watch. Orlen Pay is used by 19%. The use of Autopay is indicated by 
13% of respondents, and Tank&Go by 12%. 

• Some sort of wearable device that can be used for payments is owned by 33% of respondents. 

• Against the withdrawal of cash is 64% of Poles, 15% are in favor. Invariably the reason is the fear of 

excluding some Poles from the ability to pay and the assessment of Poland as not ready for such a 
change. 
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Payment methods
Highlights:
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• The last purchase took place in a stationary store for 49% of consumers (vs. 41% in 2020 in May). 

Arguably, this is a result of the government loosening restrictions and opening shopping malls during 
the survey period. 

• Low price is not the most important factor in choosing a particular shopping destination. The choice 
of the place of last purchase was mainly influenced by habit (30%, +5p.p.) and trust in the store 

(25%, -5p.p.).

• The choice of different shopping destinations was determined by slightly different factors. In the case 

of online stores, the winner was the wide assortment (indicated by 40% of customers), while mobile 
apps, had a unique offer according to the respondents (36%). Shopping platforms, on the other hand, 

are a combination of many elements, with a slight emphasis on low prices, convenient payment 
methods and good delivery and return conditions.

• Only 26% of respondents - despite stores opening after the third wave of the pandemic - made their 
last purchase entirely offline.

• Consumers are comparing offers more readily and frequently this year, which may reflect higher price 
sensitivity in the post-pandemic era. They are also looking online for inspiration. 

• The purchase decision was most often made after comparing prices or being informed about a 
promotion. 

• The purchase process, the ways to purchase, and the devices and media used in the process 
depend more on the industry than on demographic variables.

• There is a trend toward less use of multiple shopping channels when purchasing. The exception is 
the electronics category. 
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Purchasing process
Highlights:
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• Various modern shopping solutions, including modern payments and forms of product presentation 

such as product videos, are used by 56% of Internet users.

• Whether a brand/store has a mobile site is important to 83% of respondents (+10p.p.). 

• A non-mobile brand is primarily considered by consumers to be out of touch, out of date, and 
unfriendly. 

• There is an increased propensity for negative reactions triggered by exposure to an unmobile brand 
or store. 

• Note the group of new e-commerce customers, among whom sensitivity to brand aniemobine is 
significantly higher. 

• 11% of consumers buy from foreign shopping platforms, mainly because of the wide assortment.
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Innovative shopping solutions
Highlights:
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• 34% of Internet users and 37% of e-buyers, as a result of the pandemic, began shopping online more 
frequently. 

• The scale of abandonment of pleasure purchases is much smaller this year than at the beginning of 
the pandemic. 

• Despite the process of unfreezing the economy, which has been underway since early May, the 
survey still found 34% of consumers say they are cutting back on in-store purchases.

• Depending on the category, between 13% and 29% of consumers shopped online in the wake of the 
pandemic. The largest increase is in health-related purchases. 

• Of those who do their grocery shopping online, as many as 87% think the availability of these 
products is good. The situation has improved significantly since March 2020 - the start of the 

pandemic - when only 41% rated availability as good and 32% as very bad. 

• Large grocery stores are also rated best by consumers in terms of coping with a pandemic and 

adapting business to the new situation.
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Post-covid commerce
Highlights:
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